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Tradition
Each product is the result of the family’s experience. We have been 
passing down the production methods which focus on health, 
wellness and pleasure for three generations.

Quality and typicality
From the vineyard to the bottle, each moment of product creation 
is monitored with artisan care and attention to detail. We choose 
simple, natural flavors connected with the territory. Artisan style 
and the connection with the territory make Bottega products unique 
and unrepeatable elsewhere.

Design and innovation
Recipes with innovative, original elements make Bottega wines 
and liquor exclusive. An expression of excellence, our design enhances 
the creativity and style of “Made in Italy”. Each bottle encloses the taste 
and joy of Italian lifestyle.

Sustainability
All production phases follow sustainability criteria, preserving the 
environment for future generations. The company is particularly centred 
on saving water, reducing CO2 emissions and chemicals, and recycling 
waste materials.

These values make it possible to produce products that are appreciated 
in markets of more than 100 countries all over the world.

WE MAKE GRAPPA, WINES, SPARKLING 
WINES AND LIQUEURS, BY APPLYING 
THESE VALUES TO OUR ACTIVITY:



Bottega is located in Bibano di Godega in the 
province of Treviso. It lies about 15 km away 
from Conegliano, the capital of Prosecco and 
grappa, and is an area able to lay a strong claim 
to having one of the longest vine-cultivation 
traditions in the world. 
Traversed by rivers, the picturesque green 
landscape captures the heart and enchants 
the eye with neatly planted rows of vines and 
is dotted here and there with ancient castles, 
Venetian-style villas and farmhouses. Visitors 
to the area will have their senses assailed by 
the colors, perfumes and flavors which vary 
from season to season.
The company is only 50 km away from the 
city of Venice, a lodestar of both art and culture 
and a constantly reassuring presence. 
In addition to the headquarters in Bibano, 
the Bottega production system can also rely 
on the cellars of Valgatara (Valpolicella area) 
and Montalcino, the homeland of Amarone, 
Brunello di Montalcino and other great red 
wines from the Veneto region and Tuscany. 
The small Vittorio-Veneto cellar dedicates 
itself to the production of niche wines which 
are made using the ancestral method and 
the méthode classique. The Alexander Bottega 
Blown Glass factory of Pianzano di Godega 
(Treviso area) creates beautifully artistic bottles 
in blown glass which have greatly boosted the 
image of grappa. Company-owned premises 
measuring 12,000 sq.m. in Fontanafredda in 
the province of Pordenone have been entirely 
dedicated to logistics and the management 
of dispatches throughout Italy and abroad.    

GEOGRAPHICAL
POSITION

LOGISTICS CENTER - PN

VALGATARA WINERY - VR

ALEXANDER BLOWN GLASS FACTORY - TV

VILLA ROSINA - BIBANO HEADQUARTERS - TV

VITTORIO VENETO WINERY - TV

MONTALCINO WINERY - SI

Production of niche wines made through 
both ancestral or classic method.

Creation of Grappa blown glass bottles

Production of great red wines from the 
Veneto region

Production of great red wines
from the Tuscany region



VILLA ROSINA - BIBANO HEADQUARTERS - TV

LOGISTICS CENTER - PN



VITTORIO VENETO WINERY - TV



MONTALCINO WINERY - SIVALGATARA WINERY - VR



HISTORY

‘600
Bottega “forefather”, Andrea, in 1635 cultivated the 
vine in one of the world’s most beautiful places: the 
hills near Molinetto della Croda in Refrontolo. Bottega 
were originally tenant farmers for the Counts of Collalto; 
when they managed to gain their freedom, they started 
farming their own lands.

20’s
Domenico Bottega was a wine trader. Passionate 
oenologist, he could easily identify the best grapes in 
the vineyard.

50’s and 60’s
Expanding his father’s passion to grappa, Aldo Bottega 
developed creative technical innovations, like the first 
monovariety grappa. His inner entrepreneurial spirit lead 
him to establish his own distillery.

1977
In 1977 Aldo Bottega, together with his wife Rosina, 
founded Distilleria Bottega in Pianzano di Godega 
(province of Treviso).

1983
After the founder’s death, his son Sandro became the 
company director, with the support of his sister Barbara 
and brother Stefano. In a few years Distilleria Bottega 
started to get known thanks to an innovative distillation 
system and to the reduction of alcohol content in 
grappa, which made it softer and more delicate.

1987
Bottega brand is now joined by Alexander brand. 
The first blown glass bottles are produced and Distilleria 
Bottega starts exploring outside Italy.
 

1992
In the sign of family tradition, Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco 
Spumante is created. The winery is added to the 
distillery, bringing the company into the wine market.
 

2007
Distilleria Bottega moves to Bibano di Godega di 
Sant’Urbano, 50 km from Venice, near Conegliano 
Veneto. The premises is located in a big 17th-century 
farmhouse among 10 hectares of vineyards, renovated 
according to state-of-the-art environmental criteria.
 

2014
On 25th January 2014 Bottega opened its first Prosecco 
bar, on a Viking Line ship in Scandinavia.
 

2018
On April 30th, 2018, Sandro Bottega received the 
prestigious Riedel Wine Maker of the year award.
IWSR ranked Bottega Gold as the second best-selling 
sparkling wine in travel retail.
 

Today
Bottega wines, grappas and liqueurs received over 
300 national and international awards and recognitions. 
They are present in over 140 countries around the world, 
in the most important duty free shops and airlines. 

Bottega has a history of four centuries in the world of wine and grappa. 
Since the 17th century, when our ancestors cultivated the vine as tenant farmers, 
up to now, with Bottega grappa and liquors being appreciated all over the world.



> Silver Medal - The Spirits Business - UK (2021)    Bottega Bacur Gin
> Golden Pack - Premio Mediterraneo Packaging – IT (2021) Bottega Pink   
 Gold Prosecco DOC Rosé
> Gold Medal - The Fifty Best Sparkling Wine – UK (2021) Bottega Gold
> Master Medal - The Drinks Business The Prosecco Masters – UK (2021)   
 Bottega Pink Gold Prosecco DOC Rosé
> Gold Medal - The Drinks Business The Prosecco Masters – UK (2021)    
 Bottega Pink Gold Prosecco DOC Rosé
> Gold Medal - The Drinks Business The Prosecco Masters – UK (2021)    
 Bottega Gold
> Silver Medal - The Drinks Business The Prosecco Masters - UK  (2021) 
 Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco DOC Rosé
> Silver Medal  - Concours Mondial de Bruxelles - Rosé Selection - BE (2021)  
 Bottega Pink Gold Prosecco DOC Rosé
> Gold Medal - Mundusvini - DE (2021) Bottega Pink Gold Prosecco 
 DOC Rosé
> Gold Medal – Mundusvini – DE (2021) Il Vino dei Poeti Brunello 
 di Montalcino DOCG
> Silver Medal  -Mundusvini- DE (2021) Il Vino degli Dei Amarone 
 della Valpolicella
> Silver Medal - The Drinks Business Global Sparkling Masters - UK (2020)
 Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco DOC
> Gold Medal - The Drinks Business Global Sparkling Masters - UK (2020)
 Bottega Gold
> Silver Medal - Sommelier Wine Awards - UK (2020) Ripasso Valpolicella
 DOC Superiore
> Silver Medal - Sommelier Wine Awards - UK (2020) Venedikà Venezia DOC
> 5 Grappoli - Bibenda - IT (2020) Grappa Riserva Privata Barricata
> 91/100 Rating - Decanter - UK (2019) Amarone Riserva Prêt-à-Porter
> Gold Medal - Berliner Wine Trophy - Germany (2019) Florenzia
> Gold Medal - Gilbert & Gaillard - Francia (2019) Bottega Gold
> Silver Medal - Mundusvini Award - Germany (2019) Florenzia
> Gold Medal - Sakura Award 2019 - Japan (2019) Bottega Rose Gold
> 91/100 Rating - Falstaff - Austria (2019) Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco DOCG
> Silver Medal - Asian Rosé Master 2018 - Hong Kong (2018)
 Il Vino dell’Amore Petalo Manzoni Moscato Rosé
> 5 Grappoli - Guida Bibenda - Italia (2018) Grappa Riserva Privata Barricata
> Airport Bar of the Year - Drinks International Travel Retail Operator Awards
 UK (2018) Bottega Prosecco Bar
> Silver Medal - DAWA (Decanter Asia Wine Awards) - Hong Kong (2018)
 Bottega White Gold
> 94/100 Rating - James Suckling - USA (2018) Il Vino dei Poeti Brunello
 di Montalcino

> 93/100 Rating - James Suckling - USA (2018) Brunello di Montalcino
 Riserva Prêt-à-Porter
> Silver Medal - Sélections Mondiales des Vins - Canada (2018) Bottega Gold
> Silver Medal - Sélections Mondiales des Vins - Canada (2018) Venedikà
> Double Gold Medal - SIP Awards - USA (2018) Vermouth Rosso Bottega
> Silver Medal - International Wine & Spirit Competition - UK (2018)
 Fiasco Vodka Bottega
> 91/100 - 5StarWines the Book 2018 Vinitaly - Italy (2018) Bottega Gold
> Gold Award - The Wine Hunter Award - Italy (2018) Grappa Riserva
 Privata Barricata
> Gold Award - The Wine Hunter Award - Italy (2018) Grappa Alexander
 Moscato
> Gold Medal - ISW Meiningers - Germany (2018) Grappa Riserva
 Privata Barricata
> Gold Medal - ISW Meiningers - Germany (2018) Vermouth Rosso Bottega
> Master - The Prosecco Masters The Drink Business - UK (2018)
 Bottega Gold
> Premio Speciale - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Bottega S.p.A. per maggior numero di medaglie vinte
> Medaglia d’oro - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Grappa Alexander Moscato
> Medaglia d’argento - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Primo Assaggio Barrique
> Medaglia d’argento - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Acquavite d’Uva Alexander
> Medaglia d’argento - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Grappa Amarone Privata Classica
> Medaglia d’argento - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Grappa Tardiva da uve passite
> Medaglia d’argento - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Grappa Barricata Riserva Privata Barricata
> Medaglia d’argento - Concorso Alambicco d’Oro Anag - Italy (2018)
 Grappa Maestri
> Gold Medal - The Fifty Best - USA (2018) Bottega Gold
> Gold Medal - Concours Mondial de Bruxelles - Belgium (2018) Venedikà
> Gold Medal - Berliner Wine Trophy - Germany (2018) Acino d’Oro
> Chianti Classico Riserva
> Silver Medal - Mundusvini Award - Germany (2018) Venedikà
> Gold Medal - Sakura Award 2018 - Japan (2018) Bottega Rose Gold
> Gold Medal - Sakura Award 2018 - Japan (2018) Il Vino dell’Amore
 Petalo Moscato

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS
Over the years, Bottega has won many national and international awards
linked to the quality and packaging of their products. 
Below are the most important awards for 2018-2021.



The United Nations (UN) has set out 17 principles for 
sustainable development to be implemented by 2030. 
This is a vision change in which sustainability shifts 
from a purely environmental concept to an integrated 
vision of the different dimensions of development.

As a company and therefore as a reality with a 
dimension and social relevance, we are inspired every 
day by these principles, making them our beacon in 
the night, our guideline when we have to take every 
single decision.

The 17 principles are:
> No poverty
> Zero hunger
> Good health and well-being for people
> Quality education
> Gender equality
> Clean water and sanitation
> Affordable and clean energy
> Decent work and economic growth
> Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure
> Reducing inequalities
> Sustainable cities and communities
> Responsible consumption 
    and production
> Climate action
> Life below water
> Life on land
> Peace, justice and strong institutions
> Partnerships for the goals

OUR INSPIRATION



SLOW FOOD FOUNDATION
FOR BIODIVERSITY
Benefactor Supporters

Since 2021 Bottega has been a Benefactor Supporter of the Slow 
Food Foundation for Biodiversity, the operational organisation for the 
protection of food biodiversity founded by Slow Food.

Bottega has always believed in the values of Slow Food, in their projects 
for the protection of quality, typicality and in their sustainability project; 
for this reason we have decided to undertake a path to carry on the 
values in which we commonly believe. The Slow Food Foundation’s 
projects are tools that promote a model of agriculture based on local 
biodiversity, respect for the land and local culture, involving thousands 
of small-scale producers and guaranteeing them technical assistance, 
training and communication. We are proud to be part of this reality 
and to be its supporters.



Bottega’s approach to business has always been based on 
environmental sustainability.

All production steps follow these criteria and take place in the interests 
of protecting the environment and future generations. In particular, we 
are focused on: saving water, lowering CO2 emissions, keeping the use 
of chemicals to the minimum possible and recycling waste materials.

Our determination to save energy and use renewable sources has 
driven our decision to only buy electricity from certified renewable 
sources.

The path taken, respecting recycling and organic farming principles, 
makes Bottega a truly green company. 

Since 2015 Bottega has obtained the consent to use the GREENER logo, 
a trademark that belongs to SUM, a company owned by Unindustria 
Treviso, Confindustria Venezia and Consorzio Unindustria Multiutilities.
GREENER accompanies the products of companies that make 
environmental awareness one of their strengths. Using energy certified 
by this brand, or buying products made with renewable energy, 
is an important choice of responsibility towards the planet and future 
generations.

BOTTEGA: A GREEN COMPANY 
TO THE NTH DEGREE

Year 
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015

Total consumption Kw/h
2.153.195
2.300.853
2.061.112
1.940.652
1.700.806
1.574.419



Geothermal air-conditioning
The first important investment has been the geothermal air-conditioning 
system which taps into a source of natural energy by exploiting the heat 
of the earth. 

A hole was drilled on the company grounds to a depth of 90/100 meters 
until an aquifer was reached where there was a constant temperature of 
14°. The water was brought to the surface by means of an injection well 
and transferred to a heat-pump unit which transforms all the thermal 
energy, bringing the heating liquid to 36° in winter and keeping it at 
14° in summer, so that the environment benefits from natural climate 
control and a pleasant sensation of well-being. 

The same water leaves the heating system and, via an ejection well, 
is returned to the earth so it is ready to be used again in this virtuous 
energy cycle. 

In conjunction with other alternative sources for electricity generation, 
geothermal energy leads to yearly savings of 756 tons of CO2 per 
annum.

Water recirculation
In 2014 a new water recirculation system was introduced into our 
distillery. The water used during the distillation process was air cooled 
by special fans and conveyed via a closed-loop system. This solution 
cuts back dramatically on water consumption for the whole process. 
Estimated savings stand at 7 million liters of water for each distillation 
year.



Water purification and industrial-waste treatment
Being surrounded mainly by agricultural land, Bottega SpA took steps 
to protect the countryside and invested in two purification systems for 
waste-water and industrial-waste treatment. The first of the two is a 
plant-based sewage-treatment facility which allows for the disposal of 
waste water coming from bathrooms and kitchens. Filtered through a 
gravel substrate, the effluent provides sustenance to trees and shrubs 
planted in the surrounding land.

The second system is an aerobic-based biological one using activated 
sludge which purifies and disposes of industrial waste (primarily 
lees, organic residue ensuing from the sparkling-wine distillation and 
production process as well as water used to clean the equipment). It has 
an average capacity of 70 m3 per day, hitting a maximum peak of 80 m3 
per day, and is able to cope with a daily organic load of 560 Kg of COD.
This kind of plant creates an artificial environment which mimics 
the same biological mechanisms put in place by Nature and purifies 
water polluted by biodegradable organic substances. The difference is 
essentially linked to performance because transformation occurs much 
more rapidly and occupies much less space.

Organically cultivated vineyards
The vineyards around the company in Bibano, in addition to those 
in Follina and Vittorio Veneto, correspond to 14.5 hectares and are 
cultivated according to the criteria of organic farming. The use of 
synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, herbicides, GMOs and 
derivatives are prohibited. Therefore, Bottega uses only organic 
fertilizers of organic origin that provide nutrients, improve the fertility 
and structure of the soil, avoiding absorption of 1.000  kg of synthetic 
chemicals every year.

Polyethylene recycling - 16 tonnes recycled each year
As part of our ongoing environmental sustainability project, since 2021 
Bottega has been recycling the polyethylene used by glassworks to 
package empty bottles.  This material will then be transformed into 
stretch film to seal the pallets of finished products. The recycling will 
consist of approximately 16 tonnes per year (over 70 kg per day), which 
will be used for the more than 35,000 pallets of finished products throu-
ghout our company.

RafCycle Program
In 2018 the company joined the RafCycle program set up by UPM 
Raflatac (a global supplier of label materials) aimed at recycling label 
waste. Thanks to a cutting-edge technological process, siliconized paper 
used as a release liner for the labels is recovered and sent to the UPM 
paper mill in Platting (Germany) where it is turned into new cellulose 
which will become paper. This program means that each year about 
50 tons of waste can be recycled, contributing to boosting the 
company’s environmental-sustainability standards and further 
enhancing the image of the products.

Packaging
Our commitment to recycling has also affected our choices 
in packaging for which we only use eco-materials. 
The dark bottles we use are made with at least 50% recycled 
glass. This is because glass can be recycled without any 
reduction in quality. The paint used for our metallic bottles 
is water-based, which means that we do not use chemical 
solvents. Bottega uses only FSC Mix certified cartons, this level 
indicates that the wood or paper of the certified product comes from: 
FSC certified material, recycled material and/or controlled wood. 
The latter is a separate category, although it is not FSC certified, 
controlled wood cannot be harvested illegally, in violation of traditional 
and indigenous peoples’ rights.

Even the design of our products makes them reusable objects. 
The Alexander blown-glass bottles are unique design objects 
and the Vapore grappa bottles can be used in the home as carafes 
to serve water or other beverages.

Year 
2020
2019
2018

Total recycled paper kg 
52.850
83.590
77.480

8.060
11.820
11.720

of which

of which

of which



EQUALITAS 
CERTIFICATION

Bottega SpA obtained the Equalitas certification 
for the Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano plants, 
where we produce white and rosé sparkling wines; 
and for Valgatara and Montalcino, where we produce 
the red wines of the respective areas. EQUALITAS 
was founded with the aim of promoting the 
sustainability of agri-food chains and in particular 
of wine, through actions that are in line with the 
17 United Nations Goals.

SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT

Direct CO2 emissions within 
Bottega Winery

For 2 million kilowatts of electricity consumption 
per year from renewable sources, the percentage 
reduction in CO2 emissions is 99% less than 
conventional energy.*

*Report by Ecoinvent.



General sustainability data of Bottega SpA VS Sector average
Research by Assodistil

Use of main raw materials Direct CO2 emissions
Bottega records -88% lower than the sector average

t*= ton

Notes on data: 
Bottega covers a high share of musts compared to the other members, as it is a company that also produces wines, while 
it has a lower weight in the consumption of marc, as it does not have distillation as its main activity (11 member companies 
participated in the Sustainability Report Project; therefore we can take as a reference an average share of 9-10%)

t*= ton

Notes on data: 
Bottega consumes very little methane (a small amount for the Fontanafredda office heating system), while it uses LPG 
to power the boilers for steam production. On LPG we are slightly above the national average, but we do not use diesel 
for heating. The company’s virtuousness can be seen in the total, where Bottega records a figure significantly lower than 
the sector average: - 88%.

Use of main raw materials 
per tipology

Units of
measure

Bottega SpA National total
amount Percentage 

of Bottega over 
total national 

Assodistil 
companies

2019 2019

Quantity Quantity

Wine masses t* 6.404 15.299 41,9%

Musts/Partially fermented musts t* 464 467 99,4%

Alcohol and Grappa (Raw distillates) t* 418 11.652 3,6%

Grape marcs t* 2.568 534.240 0,5%

Direct CO2
emissions

Units of
measure

Bottega SpA National total
amount Percentage 

of emissions 
compared to 
the national 

total

Percentage 
of Bottega 
emissions 

compared to 
sector average

2019 2019

Quantity Quantity

Natural gas t* 83 33.503 0,1% -97%

Gasol t* 0 1.561 0,0% -100%

LPG t* 317 1.180 24,0% 195%

Diesel t* 5 209 2,8% -73%

Biogas t* 0 35 0,0% -100%

Total Consumption t* 404 36.488 0,92% -88%



Purchased electricity
Bottega uses 78,2% energy from alternative sources

Water withdrawals by source
Bottega consumes 59% lower of mains water compared 
to the National average

Gj*= Giga joule

Notes on data: 
Bottega only buys certified electricity produced from fully renewable sources and covers 78% of the energy from alternative 
sources of the total of its member companies.

m3*= Metri cubi

Notes on data: 
Bottega consumes a lot of groundwater (NOT drinkable) to feed the geothermal plants and, in addition, has very low
consumption, compared to the national average, of mains water: - 59%.
Bottega does not consume surface water.

Total purchased 
electricity

Units of
measure

Bottega SpA National total
amount Percentage 

of electricity 
purchased 

by type

Percentage 
of electricity 
purchased by 

type compared 
to sector
average

2019 2019

Quantity Quantity

From renewable 
sources

Gj* 8.283 10.497 78,2% 768%

From non -
renewable sources

Gj* - 35.513.141 0,0% -100%

Total Consumption Gj* 8.283 35.523.638 0,0% -100%

Water 
withdrawals 

by source 
(sweet water)

Units of
measure

Bottega SpA National total
amount

Percentage 
of water 

consumed 
by type over 
total sector 
considered

Percentage of 
water consumed 

by Bottega 
compared to 
the average
considered

2019 2019

Quantity Quantity

Groundwater m3* 359.389 1.418.336 24,3% 179%

Third-party water 
resources

m3* 29.240 777.214 3,6% -59%

Surface water m3* 0 138.763 0,0% -100%

Total Consumption m3* 388.629 704.412 49,4% 507%



Waste by disposal method
Compared to the National average, Bottega produces 
fewer non-dangerous waste (4,9%) and recovers 
99% of the dangerous ones 

Kg*= Kilogram

Notes on data:

DANGEROUS WASTE
(Neon tubes, mineral oils for maintenance, electrical equipment)
For dangerous waste, Bottega is in line with the national average (11% of the total), but above all it is 
fully recovered.

Kg*= Kilogram

Notes on data:

NON-DANGEROUS WASTE
The composting data refers to pruning residues left in the soil and, given the size of the vineyards owned, 
the percentage compared to the national average is very high.

Waste by 
disposal method

Units of
measure

Bottega SpA National total
amount Percentage 

of electricity 
purchased 

by type

Percentage 
of electricity 
purchased by 

type compared 
to sector
average

2019 2019

Quantity Quantity

NON-DANGEROUS

Recovery, including 
energy recovery kg* 599.000 11.188.292 4,9% -41%

Landfill kg* 296.000 1.086.900 14,8% 200%

Recycling kg* 121.481 -100%

Composting kg* 76.000 144.450 48,7% 479%

Total kg* 971.000 12.541.123 6,2% -15%

Waste by 
disposal method

Units of
measure

Bottega SpA National total
amount Percentage 

of electricity 
purchased 

by type

Percentage 
of electricity 
purchased by 

type compared 
to sector
average

2019 2019

Quantity Quantity

DANGEROUS

Recovery, including 
energy recovery kg* 3.100 17.103 24,0% 99%

Landfill kg* 36.038 -100%

Other kg* 7.560 -100%

Recycling kg* 1.892 -100%

Incineration kg* 0 0%

Total kg* 3.100 62.593 11,0% -46%



Employees (professional category/age)
Bottega is in line with the National average

Employees (professional category/genre)
Bottega is in line with the National average

Bottega SpA
2019 2018

N°Emp.
<30

%
N°Emp.
30-50

%
N°Emp.

>50
%

N°Emp.
<30

%
N°Emp.
30-50

%
N°Emp.

>50
%

Directors 0 0,0% 1 0,7% 1 0,7% 0 0,0% 0 0,0% 1 0,7%

Executives 0 0,0% 0 0,0% 3 2,0% 0 0,0% 0 0,0% 4 2,6%

Employees 11 7,2% 55 35,9% 24 15,7% 12 7,9% 59 39,1% 19 12,6%

Worker 7 4,6% 39 25,5% 12 7,8% 9 6,0% 35 23,2% 12 7,9%

Total 18 95 40 21 94 36

Bottega SpA
2019 2018

Women % Men % Total Women % Men % Total

Directors 0 0,0% 2 1,3% 2 0 0,0% 1 0,7% 1

Executives 0 0,0% 3 2,0% 3 1 0,7% 3 2,0% 4

Employees 60 39,2% 30 19,6% 90 61 40,4% 29 19,2% 90

Worker 15 9,8% 43 28,1% 58 16 10,6% 40 26,5% 56

Total 75 78 153 78 73 151

Assodistil
2019 2018

Women % Men % Total Women % Men % Total

Directors 4 0,6% 17 2,6% 21 4 0,6% 15 2,3% 19

Executives 1 0,2% 23 3,5% 24 2 0,3% 22 3,4% 24

Employees 141 21,4% 104 15,8% 245 139 21,7% 105 16,4% 244

Worker 35 5,3% 334 50,7% 369 39 6,1% 316 49,2% 355

Total 181 478 659 184 458 642

Notes on data:

Bottega is basically in line with the national average in the distribution of staff by age group.

The proportion of employees over 30 and 50 years of age rises slightly, probably due to a greater articulation of the business 
compared to the others (it should be remembered that all the data refer to the Bottega company as a whole, i.e. both the part 
that produces spirits and that relating to wines and sparkling wines, while the other associates are less diversified; some are 
even almost single-product).

Notes on data:

The higher presence of female employees, compared to the national average, is probably due to the widespread organisation 
of the sales force, where the majority of employees are female.

The proportion in the blue collar category is also higher, due to the consistent presence of women in the production 
departments, especially in the liquor factory.

Assodistil
2019 2018

N°Emp.
<30

%
N°Emp.
30-50

%
N°Emp.

>50
%

N°Emp.
<30

%
N°Emp.
30-50

%
N°Emp.

>50
%

Directors 0 0,0% 5 0,8% 16 2,4% 0 0,0% 5 0,8% 14 2,2%

Executives 0 0,0% 9 1,4% 15 2,3% 0 0,0% 8 1,2% 16 2,5%

Employees 44 6,7% 143 21,7% 58 8,8% 42 6,5% 148 23,1% 54 8,4%

Worker 63 9,6% 191 29,0% 115 17,5% 60 9,3% 170 26,5% 125 19,5%

Total 107 348 204 102 331 209



Final considerations

New investments March 2021

The sustainability report drawn up by Assodistil showed that the main features 
of Bottega are:

Co2 Emissions: Bottega’s direct CO2 emissions are 88% lower than the industry 
average

Electricity: Bottega only buys certified electricity from fully renewable sources

Water: Bottega uses non-potable groundwater

Waste: Non-dangerous waste is converted into compost, while dangerous 
waste is 100% recovered.

> New Osmosis system for demineralisation
> New oxygenation system for the purifier

These two new investments will further reduce potable 
water consumption by 15%

VITICULTURE PROTOCOL 

Bottega adheres to the Viticulture Protocol of Conegliano 
Valdobbiadene Prosecco DOCG, a voluntary protocol that becomes 
mandatory when municipalities want to implement rural police 
regulations.

Some important actions:
> 2013: elimination of the use of Folpet and Mancozeb (both fungicides)
> 2019: elimination of herbicides, in particular of Glyphosate



Every 12 bottles of Venedikà and 
Florenzia (labelled with a wooden 
label) a tree is planted in the 
cities upon request, according to 
environmental logic and logistical 
convenience.

BOTTEGA
FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

For the production of sparkling 
wines, Bottega only uses corks 
bearing the certified wording 
‘Sughero di Sardegna’ (Sardinian 
Cork). In addition, the company 
committed to the acquisition and 
management, in the name of 
biodiversity, of an extensive forest 
of cork oaks, located in the heart 
of Gallura.

SARDINIAN
CORK



Spirit of Peace Project
Peace is by a long way the most precious treasure mankind can have. 
This millennium is teaching us exactly how important peace is to 
the world. A message of brotherhood aimed at all of us comes from 
Hiroshima, the capital of peace which was so hard hit by the devastation 
and evil effects of war.

Bottega was struck by the vital nature of this message and in 2015 (on 
the 70th anniversary of this terrible nuclear tragedy) it decided to come 
out in support of the Japanese city’s tireless endeavors to promote 
peace and nuclear disarmament throughout the world. After all, with 
everything that it has been through, Hiroshima is highly qualified to 
spearhead this campaign. A growing awareness of the need to promote 
this crusade for peace led to the creation of “Peace for Hiroshima”, 
a blown-glass bottle of grappa which contains a white dove on the 
inside, symbolizing peace. The one million yen earned from sales were 
donated by Sandro Bottega to the city of Hiroshima to finance initiatives 
dedicated to peace.

One year later, a set was created called “Hiroshima for World Peace” 
which did not only contain the aforementioned grappa but also a bottle 
of Venezia Doc sparkling wine called “Peace for the World”.

A further development of this project is the “Spirit of Peace” show - an 
exhibition of bottles and objects in blown glass especially designed to 
convey a message of peace. A white dove was chosen to be the symbol 
and logo of the exhibition because it is an ideal representation of 
Hiroshima’s connection to the rest of the world, given Japan’s tradition 
to release dozens of doves into the air on August 6 of each year.

The “Spirit of Peace” project was carried out in partnership with the 
municipality of the city of Hiroshima and with the full support of the city 
mayor Kazumi Matsui. It was put on display for the first time in 2017 in 
three prestigious Japanese institutions: The MOCA Museum (Hiroshima 
City Museum of Contemporary Art), the Hiroshima Museum of Art and 
Hiroshima Prefectural Art Museum.

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT



Spirit of Peace Project
The historic artistic bottles in blown glass produced by Bottega were 
exhibited in the three museums alongside two superb works of art in 
blown glass designed by Sandro Bottega and created by the Master 
glassblower Pino Signoretto from Murano and the glassworkers from 
the Alexander Bottega Blown Glass factory.

The exhibition is divided into two separate sections:
“The Hope” - a transparent dove which symbolizes the resurgence of 
hope. Standing about 1 meter high, this large bird rests on glass drops 
that represent tears and turn into rain, nurturing life as symbolized by 
seedlings.

“The Peace” - a white dove takes flight to carry its message of peace 
throughout the world. The glass drops enclose the flowers of the first 
plants which blossomed in the aftermath of the atomic devastation. The 
installation is made up of a blown-glass sculpture showing a white dove 
with a wing span of about 1 meter which “flies away to spread peace” 
as well as 100 drop-shaped bottles. Of these, 50 contain Japanese 
flowers in glass made by the glass-makers from the Alexander Bottega 
Blown Glass factory. The aim of the artist is to send and drive home 
a message of peace but also a warning against the danger of using 
nuclear weapons.

Spirit of Peace Exhibition - Vienna
In November 2018, the exhibition “Spirit of Peace” was held in 
the Rotunda of the Vienna International Center. Organized by the 
Permanent Mission of Italy at the International Organizations in Vienna, 
the inauguration of the exhibition was preceded by welcome speeches 
delivered by the Ambassador Maria Assunta Accili, Permanent 
Representative of Italy, by the Ambassador Mitsuru Kitano, Permanent 
Representative of Japan and by Sandro Bottega. Kazumi Matsui, city 
mayor of Hiroshima, sent a video message. The Viennese stop was 
a waypoint of immense prestige because it was held in conjunction 
with the works of the Board of Governors of the IAEA, the International 
Atomic Energy Agency set up in 1957 and closely linked to the UN.



At this difficult time all over the world, At this difficult time all over the world, 
our company is changing its look with our company is changing its look with 
the colours of the rainbow. Sending the colours of the rainbow. Sending 
a message of hope and positivity, a message of hope and positivity, 
Gold in Limited Edition is a toast to Gold in Limited Edition is a toast to 
life with the hope that everything will life with the hope that everything will 
soon flourish again.soon flourish again.

Bottega has always been socially Bottega has always been socially 
active and is committed to supporting active and is committed to supporting 
and defending human rights. and defending human rights. 
Bottega believes in uniqueness, in Bottega believes in uniqueness, in 
differences, in diversity. Because differences, in diversity. Because 
diversity, in all its forms, is the key to diversity, in all its forms, is the key to 
success. Being ourselves and offering success. Being ourselves and offering 
a contribution with our uniqueness a contribution with our uniqueness 
makes us all grow.makes us all grow.

GOLD
LIMITED EDITION  



Charity Balls at Hong Kong and Toronto 
Each year Bottega provides various charity events with 
financial support and this especially applies to
the Charity Balls of Hong Kong and Toronto to help 
respectively the children from the Po Leung Kuk Institute 
and the elderly of Italian extraction helped by the Villa 
Charity association.

Breast Health International 
The Company is highly aware of the importance of 
research into breast cancer. For some years, it donated 
1 euro for each bottle of the Vino dei Poeti Rosé sold on 
the duty-free channel to the Breast-Health International 
association. This international no-profit foundation 
works with top experts from all over the world to find 
a cure for breast cancer. Thanks to the Fund-for-Living, 
BHI is able to offer all women suffering from breast 
cancer the tools they need to enjoy the best possible 
quality of life.

Wish for Japan
In 2011 Bottega lent its support to the charity initiative 
of the employees of the Shangri-La hotel chain to help 
the victims of the earthquake and tsunami which struck 
Japan that same year. To commemorate the occasion, 
a completely white bottle of sparkling wine was created 
which bore the logo WISH for Japan as well as a red dot 
in reference to the Japanese flag.

Bere Bene (Drink Properly)
Various research projects led to the launch of an 
education campaign in the 90s which ran under the 
slogan “Drinking properly is good for you”. In 2007 
Bottega started to distribute alcohol tests amongst 
its customer in order to raise awareness of the dangers 
of drinking too much.

Braille
In partnership with the Italian Union for the Blind, 
Bottega has produced its first brochures and labels in
Braille - a trailblazing step in the wine and alcohol sector.

Millennium for Peace
Set up in conjunction with the International Center for 
Peace amongst People at Assisi, this project used the 
sale of bottles of grappa to help finance the sponsorship 
of African children. 

Aid for Asia 
John and Melody Di Gregorio, a Western couple living 
in Singapore, regularly organize fund-raising initiatives. 
Bottega gives them a helping hand with financial 
support, buying up clothing stocks for distribution to the 
needy in the most impoverished Asian nations, such as 
the Philippines, Indonesia and Myanmar. 

San Cristoforo Church Restoration 
Bottega bore the costs of the restoration of the church 
of San Cristoforo which stands next to the premises 
in Bibano di Godega. When the work came to an end, 
a thanksgiving mass was held in summer 2018.

Ocean Sea Foundation Award
The Bottega company received the Ocean Sea 
Foundation award. It is a prestigious international award 
for companies, public and private entities, that have 
made an innovative contribution to processes, systems, 
partnerships, technologies, and products with a view 
to sustainable development, environmental respect, 
and social responsibility and that are aligned with the 
‘Taormina Protocol’ N.01/OE. desired and signed by the 
Ocean Sea Foundation and Fondazione Luigi Einaudi. 
Bottega also supports the foundation’s activity, which, 
with its own ship, powered by a hydrogen-electric 
hybrid engine, will carry out an expedition to the Arctic 
Sea in 2022 to sample the presence of microplastics 
and nanoplastics.
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